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ABSTRACT We propose a new method to achieve single-polarization guidance in a hollow-core negative-

curvature fiber. Simulation results show that coating a layer of high-index material with a suitable thickness

on the inner surface of one vertical cladding tube in a hollow-core negative-curvature fiber can effectively

suppress y-polarized fundamental mode. Silicon is chosen as the high-index material in this paper. In the

five-nested-tube silicon-coated negative-curvature fiber, the single-polarization region is located in the

wavelength range of 1512–1587 nm with a broad bandwidth of 75 nm. The polarization extinction ratio is

up to 1732 at the wavelength of 1550 nm. Moreover, the mode evolutions of x- and y-polarized fundamental

modes in the five-nested-tube silicon-coated negative-curvature fiber are investigated to explain why

y-polarized fundamental mode is suppressed. Compared with the traditional method of using different tube

thicknesses to achieve single-polarization guidance in a negative-curvature fiber, this method possesses the

advantages of broad single-polarization bandwidth and high error tolerance.

INDEX TERMS Hollow-core negative-curvature fiber, high polarization extinction ratio, single-

polarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant-fiber-optic gyroscope (RFOG) is a potential candi-

date for high-performance inertial rotation sensors [1], [2].

Compared with the widely-used interferometric-fiber-optic

gyroscopes, RFOGs ask for much shorter fiber length and

possess advantages in size, weight, precision, and dynamic

range [3], [4]. Optical ring resonator is one of the core

elements in RFOGs that determine the accuracy of RFOGs.

Various optical noise sources in optical ring resonators, such

as Kerr effect and Rayleigh backscatter, restrict practical

applications of RFOGs [5]. Using hollow-core fibers (HCFs)

instead of conventional solid-core fibers in optical ring res-

onators can effectively reduce the above-mentioned opti-

cal noises and thermally induced nonreciprocity owing to

guiding light in air cores [2], [6]. Polarization-maintaining

fibers (PMFs), where two polarization states propagate with
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different propagation constants, are used in optical ring res-

onators to reduce polarization fading effects, but they also

cause interference bias errors [7], [8]. Moreover, the tem-

perature dependences of birefringence in PMFs decrease the

stabilities of RFOGs. Using single-polarization fibers (SPFs)

instead of PMFs can overcome these disadvantages [8].

Therefore, hollow-core single-polarization fibers that guide

light in air cores with only one polarization state, are con-

sidered as one of the suitable candidates for the optical

ring resonators in RFOGs. There have been some researches

on single-polarization hollow-core photonic bandgap fibers

(HCPBGFs). In 2014, Xu et al. proposed a single-polarization

HCPBGFwhere two elliptical assistant holeswere introduced

into its cladding, and the polarization extinction ratio (PER)

reached ∼4000 at the wavelength of 1550 nm [9]. In 2014,

J. Fini et al. fabricated a 19-cell single-mode HCPBGF

with two 7-cell shunts to suppress higher-order-modes where

polarization dependence was produced by a tiny variation of

the thickness of the core wall with angle, and the PER reached
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FIGURE 1. Four different kinds of NCFs with coated vertical tubes.

32 dB at 1532 nm [10]. In 2015, Serrão et al. showed a single-

polarization HCPBGF with an asymmetric cladding struc-

ture, and the polarization dependent loss reached ∼800 dB/m

at the wavelength of 1550 nm [11]. The cladding tubes in

HCPBGFs are arranged strictly [12], which causes the com-

plex structures of HCPBGFs. Moreover, a photonic bandgap

only exists in the wavelength range near a specific wave-

length, which causes the narrow transmission bandwidths of

HCPBGFs [13].

A new type of HCF named negative-curvature fiber (NCF)

recently attracts interest because of its attractive advan-

tages, such as simple structure, broad transmission band-

width, and flexible cladding design [14], [15]. There have

been some previous researches on single-polarization NCFs.

In 2018, Wei et al. proposed a single-polarization six-tube

NCF, in which the PER reached 850 at the wavelength

of 1550 nm [16]. In 2018, Yan et al. proposed a single-

polarization double-ring NCF, in which the PER reached

∼17000 at the wavelength of 1550 nm [17].

Single-polarization transmissions in the above single-

polarization NCFs are achieved by using different tubes

thicknesses but this method is not suitable for broadband

applications and difficult to achieve in a fabrication process

due to narrow single-polarization bandwidth and high sensi-

tivities to the thickness of thickened tubes. Here, we propose

another method to get a single-polarization NCF that coating

a layer of high-index material on the inner surface of one

vertical cladding tube in an ordinary NCF. Silicon could be a

candidate for this high-indexmaterial. This method possesses

the advantages of broad single-polarization bandwidth and

high error tolerance.

II. SINGLE-POLARIZATION GUIDANCE IN EXISTING NCFs

There have been various kinds of NCFs fabricated suc-

cessfully. For example, six-tube NCF [18], five-nested-tube

NCF [19], ice-creamNCF [20], and conjoined-cladding NCF.

As shown in Fig. 1, four different kinds of NCFs are partially

coated by high-index material, where blue region is silica

glass and red region is the high-index material, and they are

named as Fiber I, Fiber II, Fiber III, and Fiber IV, respec-

tively. In this part, the core radii (Rc) and tube thicknesses

(h1) of these four NCFs are fixed at 12.5 µm and 0.5 µm,

respectively; the thickness of the high-index material layer

TABLE 1. Structure parameters of four NCFs.

FIGURE 2. The x-polarization loss and PER as functions of refractive
index of the high-index material at 1550 nm with a fixed h2 of 100 nm in
Fiber I (a), Fiber II (b), Fiber III (c), and Fiber IV (d).

is represented by h2. The structure parameters are shown

in Table. 1.

We first fix h2 at 100 nm and then adjust the refractive

index of high-index material. In this study, we use a finite-

element method to analyze the characteristics of NCFs. The

confinement loss is calculated by,

Confinement Loss = 8.686
2π

λ
Im

(

neff
)

(1)

where λ is the wavelength, and neff is the effective refractive

index. Here, PER is defined as the loss ratio of the y-polarized

fundamental mode (FM) to the x-polarized FM. In this paper,

single-polarization guidance can be determined if PER is

higher than 100. Figure 2(a) to (d) display the x-polarization

loss and PER as functions of the refractive index of the high-

index material at 1550 nm in these four NCFs with a fixed h2
of 100 nm. The PERs of Fiber I to IV can reach the maximum

of 147, 2140, 1677, and 2320 when the refractive indexes are

4.08, 3.02, 3.98, and 3.45 with the x-polarization losses of

8.93 dB/m, 0.00577 dB/m, 0.161 dB/m, and 0.0189 dB/m at

the wavelength of 1550 nm, respectively. Therefore, we can

choose a suitable refractive index, i.e. a suitable material for

a given h2 to achieve single-polarization guidance in a NCF.

Conversely, we can also choose a suitable h2 for a given high-

index material to achieve single-polarization guidance.

Silicon is a typical high-index material in near-infrared

region. The refractive index of silicon is 3.48 at 1550 nm [21].

Moreover, the silicon-coated NCF has been fabricated
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FIGURE 3. The x-polarization loss and PER as functions of h2 at 1550 nm
in Fiber I (a), Fiber II (b), Fiber III (c), and Fiber IV (d) and the mode field
distributions of x-polarized FM in Fiber I (e), Fiber II (f), Fiber III (g), and
Fiber IV (h) and y-polarized FM in Fiber I (i), Fiber II (j), Fiber III (k), and
Fiber IV (k) at 1550 nm with the chosen h2.

successfully by using a high-pressure chemical vapor deposi-

tion method in an existing NCF [22]. The process to obtain a

partially silicon-coated NCF could be described as follows:

first, the interfaces of a NCF are closed by using curing

adhesives or other methods; second, the specific regions

where we want to coat a layer of silicon are opened by using

laser or electric discharge at two interfaces; finally, the silicon

layer is deposited on the surfaces of the specific regions

in the processed NCF by using a high-pressure chemical

vapor deposition method. One of the significant advantages

of RFOG is the short fiber length. The needed fiber length of

RFOG is usually several meters. Although the length of the

fabricated silicon-coated NCF is not very long, it is promising

to meet the demands of RFOG with the improvement of

fabrication technology and the development of RFOG tech-

nology. The intrinsic absorption of silicon is quite low at

1550 nm [23]. Therefore, silicon is a suitable candidate for

the high-index material in our designs. In the following part,

silicon is chosen as the high-index material to analyze.

Figure 3(a) to (d) display the x-polarization loss and PER

as functions of h2 at 1550 nm in these four NCFs. The PERs

of Fiber I to IV can reach the maximum of 154, 1732, 2192,

and 3646 when h2 is 116 nm, 86 nm, 112 nm, and 100 nm at

1550 nm, respectively. Therefore, 116 nm, 86 nm, 112 nm,

and 100 nm are chosen as the values of h2 in Fiber I to

IV, respectively. Figure 3(e) to (h) respectively shows the

mode field distributions of the x-polarization at 1550 nm

in Fiber I to IV with the chosen h2 and Fig. 3(i) to (l)

respectively show those of y-polarization at 1550 nm. It can

be seen that y-polarization states in these four NCFs couple

into the silicon-coated tubes while x-polarization states do

not, and thus single-polarization guidance is achieved in these

four NCFs. Moreover, the error tolerance of h2 to maintain

single-polarization guidance in Fiber I to IV is 1%, 12%,

8%, and 12%. The material absorption of silicon layer is

neglected because of the low intrinsic absorption of silicon

at 1550 nm, and extremely low energy fraction of the silicon

layer. Although y-polarized FM couples to the silicon-coated

tube, only a little energy existing in the silicon layer. For

example, in Fiber II, the energy fractions of the silicon layer

are respectively 0.0007% and 0.046% for x-polarized FM

and y-polarized FM and those of core region are respectively

99.3% and 54.0% for x- and y-polarized FMs. We have

calculated the material absorption of the silicon layer in

Fiber II. Thematerial absorption losses of the silicon layer are

3.94×10−11 dB/m and 1.94×10−11 dB/m in x-polarized FM

and y-polarized FM at 1550 nm, respectively. The material

absorption losses of the silicon layer are much lower than

the confinement losses of FMs. Therefore, it is reasonable

to neglect the material absorption loss of the silicon layer.

Furthermore, we notice that h2 needs a lower value for a

higher refractive index of high-index material in a specific

NCF and vice versa. This phenomenon is explained in the

latter part.

Figure 4(a) to (d) display the x-polarization loss and PER

as functions of wavelength in Fiber I to IV, respectively.

In Fiber I, the single-polarization region is located in the

wavelength range of 1547–1554 nm; the single-polarization

bandwidth is 7 nm; the highest PER is 159 at the wavelength

of 1552 nm with the x-polarization loss of 15 dB/m; the

x-polarization loss and PER at 1550 nm are 15.8 dB/m and

154, respectively. In Fiber II, the single-polarization region is

located in the wavelength range of 1512–1587 nm; the single-

polarization bandwidth is up to 75 nm; the highest PER is

1813 at the wavelength of 1551 nm with the x-polarization

loss of 0.0041 dB/m; the x-polarization loss and PER at

1550 nm are 0.0044 dB/m and 1732, respectively. In Fiber III,

the single-polarization region is located in the wavelength

range of 1532–1562 nm; the single-polarization bandwidth

is up to 30 nm; the highest PER is 2192 at the wave-

length of 1550 nm with the x-polarization loss of 0.11 dB/m.

In Fiber IV, the single-polarization region is located in the

wavelength range of 1509–1586 nm; the single-polarization

bandwidth is up to 77 nm; the highest PER is 17715 at

the wavelength of 1574 nm with the x-polarization loss

of 0.0082 dB/m; the x-polarization loss and PER at 1550 nm

are 0.024 dB/m and 3646, respectively. Following the above
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FIGURE 4. The x-polarization loss and PER as functions of wavelength in
Fiber I (a), Fiber II (b), Fiber III (c), and Fiber IV (d).

discussion, we achieve single-polarization guidance in dif-

ferent kinds of NCFs by coating a layer of silicon. The

single-polarization performance in Fiber I is the worst due

to the high loss of this kind of single-ring NCF. Nested and

nodeless structures have been considered as effective designs

for low loss NCFs. In other NCFs, this method shows the

advantages of broad single-polarization bandwidth and high

error tolerance of silicon layer thickness.

Nested NCFs have been considered as effective designs

of low-loss NCFs, and have been fabricated success-

fully [15], [19], [24]. Therefore, we take the above-mentioned

five-nested-tube NCF, i.e. Fiber II, as an instance to analyze

the single-polarization characteristics in the next section.

III. DETAILED ANALYSIS OF FIVE-NESTED-TUBE NCF

We first analyze the mode evolutions of x- and y-polarized

FMs in five-nested-tube NCF. The structure parameters

are as shown in Table. 1 and h2 is chosen as 86 nm.

Figure 5(a) and (b) display the effective refractive indexes

and losses of x-polarization mode, y-polarization odd

mode (yodd -polarization) and y-polarization even mode

(yeven-polarization) in the wavelength of 1500–1600 nm,

respectively. Figure 5(c) displays the mode field distri-

butions of these modes at 1500, 1525, 1550, 1575, and

1600 nm. Seen in the mode field distributions at 1550 nm,

the yodd -polarization, in which the polarization directions

of the core region and silicon-coated tube region are oppo-

site, and yeven-polarization in which the polarization direc-

tions of core region and silicon-coated tube region are same,

are formed due to the mode couple between y-polarization

core mode and the mode existing in the silicon-coated tube

region which is named as cladding mode (CM) in this paper.

FIGURE 5. Effective refractive indexes (a) of x-polarization,
yodd-polarization and yeven-polarization mode, CM and original FM, and
losses (b) of x-polarization, yodd−

polarization and yeven-polarization
mode in the wavelength of 1500–1600 nm and mode evolution of these
modes (c).

To investigate the reason why single-polarization guidance is

achieved, we retain the silicon-coated tube only and analyze

CM. The dashed line in Fig. 5(a) represents the refractive

index of CM and the dot-dash line represents the refrac-

tive index of original FM which is the FM in the five-

nested-tube NCF without silicon layer. It can be seen that

they are crossed around the wavelength of 1550 nm. There-

fore, the refractive index of original y-polarization, which

is the y-polarized FM in the NCF without silicon layer,

is close to that of CM at 1550 nm, and yodd -polarization

and yeven-polarization are formed due to the anti-crossing

effect in the mode couple between original y-polarization

and CM at 1550 nm. With a decrease of wavelength,

yodd -polarization gradually gets closer to CM in short wave-

length region, and yeven-polarization dose with an increase

of wavelength in long-wavelength region. The x-polarization

doesn’t couple with CM because their polarized directions

are not matched although their effective refractive indexes

are also approximately equal at 1550 nm. This is the reason

why the phenomenon that only y-polarization couples into

silicon-coated tubes appears. In this paper, the lower loss of

yodd -polarization and yeven-polarization is chosen to calculate

PER.
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FIGURE 6. The PER as functions of h2 and R1/Rc with a fixed Rc of
12.5 µm at 1550 nm (a). The h2 which can reach the maximum PER and
the maximum PER for different R1/Rc at 1550 nm (b) and the losses of
x-polarization and y-polarization for those cases (c).

We have found that the effective refractive index of CM

increases with an increase of the refractive index of high-

index material and layer thickness. To keep mode couple,

the refractive index of CM should be kept almost unchanged.

This explains why h2 needs a lower value for a higher

refractive index of high-index material. We focus on adjust-

ing parameters to tune the y-polarization into resonance for

single x-polarization guidance in this paper. In fact, the

x-polarization can also couple with a certain CM under a

suitable h2, which can realize single y-polarization guidance.

This is the reason for the appearance of some loss peaks of

x-polarization in Fig. 3.

The silicon layer brings a high birefringence between

y-polarized CM and x-polarized CM. The CM in Fig. 5(c)

is the y-polarized CM. The effective refractive index of

y-polarized CM is 0.99908 at 1550 nm, while that of

x-polarized CM is 0.99868. Therefore, x-polarization doesn’t

couple with x-polarized CM when y-polarization couples

with y-polarized CM because of a large difference in

mode effective refractive index between x-polarization and

x-polarized CM. This explains why the silicon layer is

essential. If there is no silicon layer, the birefringence of

y-polarized CM and x-polarized CM will be very small and

the mode couples between FM and the CM with the same

polarization direction will occur at the same time, which

eliminates single-polarization guidance.

Then we analyze the relationship between h2 and R1.

Figure 6(a) displays the PER as functions of h2 and R1/Rc
at 1550 nm. The other structure parameters are as shown

FIGURE 7. The losses of x-polarization and y-polarization and PER as
functions of R2/Rc with R1/Rc of 1.2 and h2 of 86 nm at 1550 nm.

in Table. 1. The PER can maintain a high value in a large

range of h2 and R1/Rc. PER can keep higher than 100 in the

h2 range of 80 to 91 nm with R1/Rc of 1.2 and in the R1/Rc
range of 0.9 to 1.25 with h2 of 90 nm. Therefore, this design

possesses a high error tolerance of the thickness of silicon

layer and large cladding tube size. Figure 6(b) displays the h2
which can reach the maximum PER and the maximum PER

for differentR1/Rc at 1550 nm. Figure 6(c) displays the losses

of x-polarization and y-polarization for those cases. The max-

imum PER is 1827 when R1/Rc is 1.25 and h2 is 86 nm.

The needed h2 to achieve the maximum PER experiences a

downward trend and x-polarization loss decreases with an

increase of R1/Rc until R1/Rc reaches 1.25. This is because

the effective refractive index of CM increaseswith an increase

of R1, and thus the needed h2 decreases to keep mode couple.

When R1/Rc increases to 1.25, the FM in air core starts to

couple into the region between the large cladding tubes and

their nested small tubes because of the large size of this region

and thus the losses of x-polarization and y-polarization both

increase with an increase of R1/Rc.

Figure 7 displays the losses of x-polarization and

y-polarization and PER as functions of R2/Rc with R1/Rc
of 1.2 and h2 of 86 nm at 1550 nm. The x-polarization

losses decrease firstly and then increase with an increase of

R2/Rc. The PER reaches the maximum of 1732 when R2/Rc
is 0.6 and decreases when R2/Rc is changed from 0.6. This is

because the effective refractive index of CM changes with a

change of R2/Rc from 0.6, which weakens the mode couple

between CM and y-polarization. PER can keep > 100 with

R2/Rc varying in 0.5 to 0.9.

Then we analyze the relationship between h2 and core

radius. Figure 8 displays the PER as functions of h2 and

Rc/Ro at 1550 nm. Ro is the original core radius of 12.5 µm.

The other structure parameters are as shown in Table. 1.

The PER can maintain a high value in a large range of h2
and Rc/Ro. Figure 8(b) displays the h2 which can reach the

maximum PER and the maximum PER for different Rc/Ro at

1550 nm. Figure 8(c) displays the losses of x-polarization and

y-polarization for those cases. The needed h2 changes slightly

with an increase of Rc/Ro. This is because the effective
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FIGURE 8. PER as functions of h2 and Rc/Ro at 1550 nm (a). The h2 which
can reach the maximum PER and the maximum PER for different Rc/Ro at
1550 nm (b) and the losses of x-polarization and y-polarization for those
cases (c).

FIGURE 9. The x-polarization loss and PER as functions of h1 at 1550 nm.

refractive indexes of FM in air core and CM both increase

and keep approximating to each other with an increase of

Rc/Ro. The PER can keep higher than 100 in the h2 range

of 79 to 90 nmwithRc/Ro of 1.2 and theRc/Ro range of 0.6 to

1.4 with h2 of 90 nm. Therefore, this design possesses a high

error tolerance of the core radius.

The transmission characteristics of NCFs are influenced

by tube thickness. In the fabrication process of NCFs, tube

thickness may deviate from the expected value. Therefore,

we investigate the influence of tube thickness on single-

polarization performance in this NCF. Figure 9 displays the

x-polarization loss and PER as functions of h1. The other

structure parameters are as shown in Table. 1. PER can keep

higher than 100 in the thickness range of 0.481 to 0.522 µm,

which confirms that the error tolerance of tube thickness

is ∼ ±4%.

FIGURE 10. Rotation of a cladding tube around fiber center (a) and its
own center (b). The x-polarization loss and PER at 1550 nm as functions
of α with rotating tube 1 (c), tube 2 (d), and tube 3 (e), and as functions of
θ with rotating tube 1 (f), tube 2 (g), and tube 3 (h).

In the fabrication process of this kind of nested NCF,

the rotation of cladding tubes usually happens. Therefore,

we investigate the influence of the rotation of cladding tubes

on single-polarization performance. To simplify the analysis,

we discuss the conditions that one cladding tube rotates in dif-

ferent positions. The silicon-coated tube is marked as tube1;

the cladding tube adjacent to the silicon-coated tube ismarked

as tube 2; the cladding tube alternate with the silicon-coated

tube is marked as tube 3. Figure 10 displays two kinds of

rotating cladding tubes and single-polarization performance

with one rotating cladding tube. The α and θ are the rotation

angle of a cladding tube around the center of fiber and itself,

respectively. Due to the geometry parameters, the maximum

value of α is 5.8◦. Figure 10(c) to (e) and (f) to (h) display the

x-polarization loss and PER at 1500 nmwith rotating tube 1 to

3 around the center of fiber and itself, respectively. PER keep

higher than 100 with α varied in the range of −5.8◦ to +5.8◦.

The angle range of θ keeping PER > 100 is −61◦ to +61◦

for tube 1, −136◦ to +132◦ for tube 2, and −130◦ to +130◦

for tube 3. Therefore, this fiber possesses a high tolerance of

rotating cladding tubes.

In this paper, silicon is chosen as the high-index material

to achieve single-polarization guidance. However, there are

some kinds of monatomic silicon, such as monocrystalline

silicon, polycrystalline silicon, and amorphous silicon, with

a slight difference in refractive indexes. Moreover, refractive

indexes of silicon vary with temperature. In Ref. [22], the

high-index layer is consisted by amorphous hydrogenated sil-

iconwith a refractive index of∼3.6. Therefore, we investigate

the influence of the refractive index on single-polarization

performance. Figure 11 displays the x-polarization loss and

PER as functions of the refractive index of the silicon layer

at 1550 nm. The refractive index of silicon layer varying
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FIGURE 11. The x-polarization loss and PER as of the refractive index of
the silicon layer at 1550 nm.

FIGURE 12. Cross section of the five-nested-tube NCF with thickened
tube (a). The x-polarization loss and PER as functions of h3 at 1550 nm
(b) and the x-polarization loss and PER as functions of wavelength with
h3 of 0.82 µm (c) and the mode field distributions of x-polarization,
y-polarization, and silica mode with h3 of 0.82 µm at 1550 nm (d).

in 3.27 to 3.69 can keep PER > 100 at 1550 nm. In fact,

as discussed in the earlier part, if there is a more suitable

candidate for high-index material, we can use it to obtain

similar single-polarization performance by adjusting h2 to a

suitable value.

IV. COMPARISON WITH TRADITIONAL METHOD

The traditional method to achieve single-polarization guid-

ance in NCFs is using different tube thicknesses [16], [17].

However, this method has some disadvantages such as narrow

single-polarization bandwidth and high sensitivities to tube

thickness. For direct comparison, we apply this method in

the same five-nested-tube NCF whose structure parameters

are as shown in Table 1. The cross section of this NCF is

shown in Fig. 12(a). The thickened wall thickness is repre-

sented by h3. Figure 12(b) displays the x-polarization loss

and PER as functions of h3 at 1550 nm. PER reaches the

maximum of 3075 when h3 is 0.82 µm, and can keep higher

than 100 in the h3 range of 0.817 µm to 0.822 µm. The

error tolerance of h3 is only 0.6%, which is very difficult to

achieve in the fabrication process. Figure 12(c) displays the

x-polarization and PER as functions of wavelength with h3
of 0.82 µm. The single-polarization bandwidth is 9 nm in the

wavelength range of 1546–1555 nm. Figure 12(d) displays

the mode field distributions of x-polarization, y-polarization,

and the mode surrounding the thickened tube which is called

silica mode. Silica mode couples with y-polarization and

thus single-polarization guidance is achieved. However, the

effective refractive index of silica mode varies consider-

ably with changes of thickened thicknesses or wavelengths.

Therefore, this method has the disadvantages of narrow

single-polarization bandwidth and high sensitivities to thick-

ened thicknesses. Compared with the traditional design with

different tube thicknesses, our design has huge advantages in

single-polarization bandwidth and error tolerance of structure

parameters. It provides a new design thought for single-

polarization NCFs.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we propose a method to achieve single-

polarization guidance in different kinds of NCFs that coating

a layer of high-index material in one vertical cladding tube

and explain the single-polarization mechanism. The sim-

ulation results of single-polarization five-nested-tube NCF

confirm that this method possesses the advantages of broad

single-polarization bandwidth and high error tolerance of

structure parameters compared with the traditional method

of using different tube thicknesses. This method is more for

practical conditions and has the potential to be applied in

RFOGs and other applications, in which single-polarization

HCFs are needed.
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